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Abstract

Intensive Care Unit patients have an extensive medication order which contributes to potential adverse events occurring due to Drug-Drug Interactions. This study aims to compare two clinical decision support systems that are databases constantly uptated that contain information about the drugs and interactions among them.
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Introduction

Potential Drug-Drug Interactions (PDDIs) are pharmacological or clinical responses to the administration of two or more drugs that are different from the response triggered by these drugs when administered alone. Intensive Care Units are controlled environments where patients receive specialized and constant care. Usually patients that are admitted to an ICU are more susceptible to adverse events and drug-drug interactions due to their health instability. Along with this there is a high number of drugs prescribed which increases the probability of interactions and their severity. The purpose of this research is to compare two clinical decision support systems (Micromedex® and UpToDate®) to observe if there are differences in number of Potential Drug-Drug Interactions and in how they are classified by these systems.

Results and Discussion

In this study were included patients that were over 18 years old, who stayed over 24 hours at the general adult Intensive Care Unit of the Hospital das Clínicas da Universidade Estadual de Campinas (HC-UNICAMP) and had more than one drug per medication order. Each medication order was analysed and its PDDIs were identified and classified based on the information contained in Micromedex® and UpToDate®, clinical decision support systems. The data collection period was from February to September of 2015. Were analysed 1398 medication orders with a mean of 12,5 drugs per medication order. Ninety one percent of the medication orders contained a PDDI. Drug-Drug Interactions were first identified using Micromedex® as reference and later compared to the UpToDate® database. According to Micromedex®, 555 PDDIs were identified: 21 Contra-Indicated, 226 Major and 265 Moderate. The biggest variation among the two clinical decision support systems was concerning the severity of the interactions. For example, among the 21 Contra-Indicated interactions found by Micromedex®, the UpToDate® database only classified 7 of them as Contra Indicated. As for the Major severity, UpToDate® classifies about half as moderate.

Among the most occurrent PDDIs there are many with Metoclopramide, an antiemetic drug highly prescribed in this ICU. Another drug that is present in most of the medication orders is Dipyrone, an antiinflammatory that is

Conclusions

ICU medication orders have a large number of drugs prescribed and have many PDDIs that could cause serious adverse events. This highlights the importance of decision support systems to the health team, specially the clinical pharmacists to analyse the medication orders and discuss with the health team the best therapy. The two clinical decision support systems diverge mainly on the severity classifications of PDDIs.
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